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Newzroom Afrika launches Nguni-language news

Newzroom Afrika has been at the forefront of everything from breaking news and in-depth analysis to expert panel
discussions, business and sport - since launching in 2019. Their commitment to increase the diversity of voices and
perspectives in Africa's news media space will soon usher the arrival of Nguni language news: Izindaba Zethu|Indaba
Zethu.

This new addition simultaneously sees the growth of Newzroom Afrika into a new language space and allows a provision of
news that is reliable and relevant, accurate and fair, in languages understood by more than 50% of people in our country.

Izindaba Zethu|Indaba Zethu will premiere on Mzansi Wethu (DStv Channel 163) Monday-Sunday at 7pm from 27
February 2023. Media plays an important role in building an informed society. Citizens need credible information that can
skilfully moderate debate and provoke meaningful conversations in their own languages - leading transformation in Africa.

The daily news will be anchored by experienced journalists and broadcasters familiar to viewers in isiZulu and isiXhosa.

Izindaba Zethu|Indaba Zethu will gives viewers access to a greater diversity of views to promote a thorough understanding
of the daily events that affect South Africa’s diverse population.

For ad sales opportunities on Mzansi Wethu, contact DStv Media Sales.

Season 2 of series House of the Dragon debuts 17 June on M-Net 7 May 2024

Mzansi Magic reveals new historically inspired drama series, Queen Modjadji 23 Feb 2024

Trace Urban announces the return of Trace Fest as they also expand access to DStv subscribers 30 Oct 2023

Mzansi Wethu presents the exciting return of Umndende & Ngi Shade Wrong! 25 Oct 2023

History Channel Africa launches My History Moments 24 Oct 2023

DStv Media Sales

An award-winning and globally recognised media buying services company with over 20 years of
experience. Reach millions of people on our best local & international entertainment and sports shows and
experience the high returns of exposure on our DStv and Gotv channels across Africa.
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